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As accessories such as microphones and lights become smaller, VEO Creative Tripod Accessories are 
designed to turn your tripod into a studio, and allow you to unleash your creativity. With a range of clamps, 
tripod support arms and cold shoe mounts, you can attach all the accessories that 
you need for that pertect shot with ease.

(DVEO CSM 
Simple cold shoe 

mount 

@VEO CSMM2 

2x cold shoe multi-
mount that expands 

@VEO C P

Clamps to fit any flat or 
round surface

®VEOTSAS/M 

Simple tripod 
support arm (small 

or medium) 

@VEO CSM DLX 

Cold shoe mount with 
adjustable head  

@VEO CSMM3 

3x cold shoe multi-
mount

@VEO TC M 

Tablet connector for 
up to 12" tablets 

@ VEO TSA DLX M/L 
Deluxe tripod support arms 

(medium or large)

@VEO PA-10 

Simple smartphone 
clamp with Bluetooth 

remote control 

(U)QS-72T 

Arca compatible quick 
release plate with 
smartphone holder 
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VEO SPH 
Arca compatible 

Smartphone holder

More Info:



THE 

VEO 3T TRAVEL 

TRIPOD SERIES 

IS THE PERFECT 

PARTNER FOR 

VANGUARD'S 

VEO CREATIVE 

TRIPOD 

ACCESSORIES 

2.2-3 in 

55-85mm

Camera 

Each ball head includes a long Arca 
compatible QS-72T quick release plate 
that can be used for cameras or 
smartphones. In addition, there is a 1/4" 
thread hole on the side that can be used 
to attach a VEO TSA, and on the top is 
a cold shoe to attach a VEO CSM. 

On the central column canopy are two 3/8" 
threads for support arms such as the VEO 
TSA DLX. These 3/8" threads are flanked 
by bayonet slots that ensures that the VEO 
TSA DLX can't move in use. 

Each tripod includes a leg that can be 
removed and attached to the base of the 
central column to create a monopod in 
seconds. 

Each ball head includes a pan-handle that 
can be attached to offer more control in 
framing a shot, or following a moving subject. 

A Bluetooth remote control can be used 
to trigger the image or video on any IOS 
or Android smartphone, without the need 
to touch it. 

The VEO 3T Series includes a low angle 
adaptor that combines with three easy set 
leg angles for low angle or macro shots (or 
simply reverse the central column) 
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With models that can fold down to 41cm/16 inches and weigh as little as 
1375g/3lbs, these are incredibly portable travel tripods.  

Despite this portability, they can hold up to 12kg/26lbs on an incredibly 
stable base, thanks to the quality of materials and precision engineering 
Vanguard's CNC machines can deliver, and  they can extend up to 
166cm/65inches, making them ideal for even the tallest photographer.

While any tripod with 1/4" or 3/8" threads in the central column canopy can 
hold a tripod support arm (or any tripod when using the VEO CP Clamps), 
the host of features offered by the VEO 3T make it perfect for 
photographers and smartphonographers in the studio, or on the go.

Also includes:  Aluminium/Carbon Models  |  20/23/26mm Leg Diameters  |
as                    Tripod Bag  |  Spiked/Rubber Feet
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